| RICH | DEL N | PLAZA | N BRK | BRK | ASHBY | MACAR | 19ST | W OAK | EMBAR | MONTG | POWEL | CIVIC | 16ST | 24ST | GLNPK | BALPK | DALY | COLMA | S SAN | SBRN | MILL |
|------|-------|-------|-------|-----|-------|-------|------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|------|------|------|-------|------|------|-------|-------|------|------|
| 7:11 | 7:15  | 7:18  | 26    | 26  | 7:22  | 7:24  | 29   | 7:26  | 7:28  | 7:30  | 7:34  | 7:36  | 7:40  | 7:42 | 7:46  | 7:48  | 7:50  | 7:52  |
| 7:41 | 7:45  | 7:48  | 30    | 30  | 7:52  | 7:54  | 33   | 7:56  | 7:58  | 8:00  | 8:04  | 8:08  | 8:12  | 8:14 | 8:18  | 8:20  | 8:22  | 8:24  |

**LEGEND**

- 0 - 24
- 25 - 30
- 31 +